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In a class of three-dimensional Abelian gauge theories with both light and heavy
fermions, heavy chiral fermions can trigger dynamical generation of a magnetic eld,
leading to the spontaneous breaking of the Lorentz invaiance. Finite masses of light
fermions tend to restore the Lorentz invariance.











































the Lorentz invariance of the vacuum is spontaneously broken via dynamical generation
of a magnetic eld. In other words, it has been established that for these models there






=  B 6= 0; that has a lower energy
density than the perturbative ground state. Quantum uctuations play a crucial role in
lowering the energy density for these states.
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There are two crucial ingredients. First, once a magnetic eld is dynamically gener-
ated, the fermion energy spectrum is characterized by that of Landau levels. The lowest




. In the massless fermion limit 
a0
= 0 so that a perturbative
ground state is innitely degenerate. This degeneracy is lifted by interactions. With cer-
tain conditions satised, a variational state, in which the lowest Landau levels of chirality
+ fermions are completely occupied, whereas those of chirality   fermions are empty, has
the lowest energy.[1] Secondly it is recognized that the lowering of the energy density by
a non-vanishing magnetic eld is mainly due to the shift in zero-point energies of pho-
tons. If 
0
6= 0, a photon is topologically massive in perturbation theory. Once B 6= 0
is generated, a photon becomes a gapless mode, serving as the Nambu-Goldstone boson
associated with the spontaneous breaking of the Lorentz invariance. Hence zero-point
energies are shifted, resulting in lowering the energy density of the ground state.[2, 4]
Recently Gusynin, Miransky, and Shovkovy have shown that in a model with an exter-








can be spontaneously generated.[5, 6] Again the existence of innitely degenerate
perturbative ground states in the massless fermion limit plays a crucial role.
We here stay within renormalizable theories described by (1) with general fermion
1
Cea has considered a variational ground state with B 6= 0, which, however, diers from ours.[3]
2
content to obtain a criterion for the spontaneous magnetization (B 6= 0) to occur. We
shall also evaluate contributions to the energy density due to nite fermion masses.
A brief review is in order. In (1)  
a
is a two-component Dirac spinor. These
spinors, in 2 + 1 dimensions, are characterized by the signature of the two-dimensional












































> 0 and m
a
 0 without loss of generality.
As in [1] we have the expression for the energy density











































































is the shift in fermion zero-point energies in a given uniformmagnetic eld. E
fluct
represents the shift in the energy density due to quantum uctuations of elds, and is
approximated by the RPA correction E
RPA
. The vertex functions  , the bare and full
photon propagators D
0











































The superscript for   in (2) indicates that  (p) is approximated by O(e
2
) diagrams.
Much as in [1, 2] we obtain a consistency condition which the fermion content must


































to be nonvanishing. This consistency condition
3
was shown to relate to the Nambu-Goldstone theorem associated with the spontaneous
breaking of the Lorentz invariance. The dynamically generated nonzero magnetic eld
must accompany a gapless excitation, which is the photon of the theory.
2
Since the
induced Chern-Simons term has a coecient 
1
(0), one can phrase that the bare Chern-
Simons term must be exactly cancelled by the induced Chern-Simons term in order to
have B6= 0:




































































































jBj (n = 0; 1; 2;   ). There is asymmetry in the n = 0 modes.

1






























= 1 (completely lled).
The lowest Landau level has an energy m
a
. Hence for heavy fermions we may assume
that the lowest Landau levels are completely empty, and assign a lling factor 
a
= 0.
The approximation is valid for jBj  m
3=2
heavy































). In other words, the only eect of heavy fermions at low energies is to shift








The possibility of regarding a photon as a Nambu-Goldstone boson has been discussed by Bjorken[8],
by Nambu[9], and by Kovner and Rosenstein[10]. Our picture is dierent from theirs. In our case the
Lorentz invariance is spontaneously broken in the physical content.
4
The variational ground state (true vacuum) is specied with f
a
; a 2





















Even if the bare Chern-Simons coeecient 
0
= 0, the requisite consistency condition can
be satised.
To be more denite, we consider the following models:
[Model A] The light fermion content is chirally symmetric. In other words, light fermions








g must satisfy (8).
[Model B] This is a special case of model A, in which 
a
= 1 or 0 for 
a
= + or  ,














[Model C] In model B we suppose that q
a
= q and m
a















The shift in zero-point energies of photons between the perturbative vacuum and the
































































































































 jBj (model B) : (12)
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 1. As (11) and (13) are negative denite, the energy density E is

























are all non-vanishing and that the consistency condition (8) is satised.
In particular, even if the bare Chern-Simons term is absent (
0
= 0), heavy fermions can
induce a dynamical magnetic eld B 6= 0.












































































































































































































) (model B): (15)
Comparing this with (13), one nds that the shift in zero-point energies accounts for half
of the RPA eect.
Recently Cangemi, D'Hoker and Dunne have evaluated the eective potential in a
magnetic eld, supposing that all Landau levels are empty in the vacuum.[7] They found
6
that a uniform constant magnetic eld conguration shows instability against forming
inhomogeneity. Cangemi et al.'s variational vacuum state corresponds to f
a
= 0g whereas
in our variational vacuum 
a
= 1 for 
a
= +. It is desirable to evaluate the eective
potential for a general vacuum state specied with f
a
g.
In passing, if 
a






























. In other words the state with (B 6= 0; 
a
= 0) has
a higher energy density than the state with B = 0.
It is straightforward to evaluate O(m
a





= m 6= 0. E=q
6






























































y k + 1)
(
p


















  ln y + 1:8






Secondly the lowest Landau level has an energym
a




























There is another important contribution coming from a shift in fermion zero-point










). Recalling that there is asym-
metry in the lowest level, i.e. the n = 0 level exists for either a particle or an anti-particle,
7





























































) and need to calculate ( 
1
2




















































(s+ 1) +    : (20)
Here 
R
















































) =  1:46035 < 0.









































































Notice that the second term (linear in m
a
) is negative. This behavior has been noticed












































We recognize that in model B the second term vanishes.


































































































































) corrections have much
smaller coecients.
We observe that nite masses of light fermions tend to restore the Lorentz symmetry.
E(y) develops a minimum at y
min







































For larger values of m=q
2
the expressions (21) and (24) are not accurate.
In this paper we have shown that heavy fermions can induce spontaneous magnetiza-
tion through the induced Chern-Simons coecient at low energies. Further we showed
that nonvanishing masses of light fermions tend to restore the Lorentz symmetry by giving
a positive slope in the jBj dependence near the minimum of E.
Our consideration here was limited to the dependence of the energy density on a
dynamically generated magnetic eld. In view of the recent result by Gusynin et al. [5] it
9
is of great interest to nd the eective action as a function of both dynamically generated

















generated dynamically in a cooperative manner. We shall come back to this point in the
near future.
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